
Why CenterPoint?
Complementary Services: Our state-of-the-art, certified CenterPoint facility provides a full complement of 
product lifecycle services under one roof, and we are committed to continually evolving and delivering higher 
value to both you and your customers. 

Strategically Located: Every Shyft facility is strategically located to ensure ready access to major transportation 
hubs, helping to move technology quickly to your customers. 

Capital Release: The systems and tools, highly trained experts and program-management capabilities employed 
in our CenterPoint facility give you the freedom to focus on the road ahead while still giving your customers 
the high-quality services experience they deserve.
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CenterPoint Facility
Groveport, Ohio

CenterPoint Facility Certifications
The Shyft Global Services business was built to support yours, and we have continually developed, maintained 
and improved our Quality, Environment, Health and Safety (QEHS) system for over three decades.

Our 586,000 sq. ft. CenterPoint facility in Groveport, Ohio is compliant with numerous industry standards, 
including:

ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management Systems
ISO 14001:2015 Environmental Management Systems
ISO 13485:2016 Medical Devices
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Engineering Lab
Utilizing best practices and efficient project- 
management capabilities, our expert engineers 
produce and test solutions to operationalize 
programs that reduce complexities and meet 
unique customer needs. 

Logistics Center
Our logistics centers help you modernize your 
logistics network and generate long-term 
success with inventory management, delivery, 
supply chain logistics and responsible recycling 
practices that save your organization time and 
money while reducing risk. 

Repair Center
Shyft’s comprehensive repair services cover the 
full spectrum of products, from data center to 
client to specialty embedded technology — and 
more — to help you deliver a best-in-class repair 
experience to your customers. Our repair 
operations support a variety of technologies and 
industries, including but not limited to storage, 
networking, medical, broadband and point of sale.

Integration Center
From endpoint devices to complex rack-mounted 
systems, Shyft’s integration services enable you 
to increase your profitability, scale quickly and 
give your customers the products and solutions 
they’re looking for without investing in additional 
headcount or infrastructure.

Supply Chain Management
With specially designed operating models, Shyft’s 
purpose-built, global supply chain management 
services strengthen every link of your supply 
chain so your products can flow seamlessly to 
your customers.

Entrust your services operations and reverse logistics to Shyft and ensure your customers are continuously 
operational and satisfied. One shift is all it takes.
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Ready to shift your business forward?
To learn more, visit: shyftservices.com

       

      

www.shyftservices.com

